
Genesis Custody is an institutional-grade 
digital asset custodian.  

We provide end-to-end infrastructure 
to move, hold and store digital assets 
built with the needs of sophisticated 
investors in mind.  Our secure technology 
incorporates best-practices used by 
government agencies to protect their 
most valuable assets.
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1.

CUSTODY — OVERVIEWWHY GENESIS CUSTODY?

Speed
Our integrated trading, lending and custody 
model combines improved operational 
efficiency with enhanced asset protection.

Governance
Governance structures and 
business logic custom-
made for the safeguarding 
of digital assets.

Security
Multiple layers of cryptographic security 
defends against both physical and 
cyber-attacks.

Yield
Custody clients can be approved to lend assets 
to Genesis Capital to generate yield.

Why Genesis Custody?
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PLATFORM HIGHLIGHTS

2. Platform Functionality 
Highlights

CUSTODY — OVERVIEW

1
Streamlined access to and 
movement of customer assets.

2
Same-day settlements, 
scalable for digital wallets.

3
Genesis handles all KYC and 
AML screening requirements.

4
Real-time balance and 
transaction reporting 
suite.

5
Provides institutional 
investors full portfolio 
auditability.
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HOT & COLD STORAGE

3. Hot & Cold 
Storage

Multiple layers 
of cryptographic 
security:

1
Hot wallet to authenticate 
transaction requests with 
highest levels of online 
protections.

CUSTODY — OVERVIEW

2
Distribution of private cold-
storage keys in grade-5 
nuclear bunkers.  Physical 24/7 
monitoring by specialist team.

3
Continuously upgraded 
encryption and security 
architecture.
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DETAILS

4. Details

Assets We Custody: 
Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, Ethereum, ERC20, 
Ethereum Classic, MANA, ZCash, Horizen, XRP 
and XLM.  New assets added on a monthly basis.

Insurance: 
Crime and vault insurance is purchased 
from reputable S&P “A” rated or above 
London insurers to protect against loss, 
damage, destruction or theft of digital 
assets held by Genesis Custody on behalf 
of customers.  

Bespoke coverage protects against 
internal and external theft on a product 
specifically tailored to meet the needs of 
Genesis Custody.

CUSTODY — OVERVIEW
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INSURANCE CUSTODY — OVERVIEW

4.1 Insurance

“Genesis Custody is a unique custodial 
solution which demonstrates high levels of risk 
management and gives insurers the confidence 
to provide insurance coverage, offering further 
peace of mind to their customers. We are 
excited by the company’s future plans and are 
delighted to partner with Genesis.” 
Nicholas Edwards, Head of Specie, Canopius at Lloyd's of London, 
and lead insurer of the vault risk policy

“We are very pleased to have arranged 
vault risk and additional digital asset crime 
insurance for Genesis Custody to further 
protect their clients and to compliment their 
impressive custody offering.”
Jeff Hanson, Senior Vice President 
Paragon International Insurance Brokers Limited 
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CLIENTS

5. Clients

Family Offices
Hedge Funds & Quant Funds
HNW Individuals
Venture Capital Macro Funds
Crypto Miners
Market Makers
Brokerages and Exchanges
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Genesis Custody works with 
clients including:
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IN THE PRESS

“Genesis Custody is trusted by some of 
the world’s largest companies to keep their 
bitcoin, ethereum and a host of other digital 
currencies safe.  Clients include big banks, 
fund managers and crypto exchanges.”

“The Fort Knox of bitcoin.”

– Forbes

– The Telegraph
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6. In The Press
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ABOUT GENESIS

Genesis is a global leader in institutional 
digital asset markets, facilitating billions of 
dollars in digital currency transactions on 
a monthly basis.  We provide sophisticated 
market participants advanced tools to 
trade spot and derivatives, lend, borrow, 
and custody digital assets, alongside full-
service digital asset prime brokerage 
services. 

7. About Genesis
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8. Contact

New York
London
Singapore

+1 212-668-5921
info@genesistrading.com
genesistrading.com
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CONTACT CUSTODY — OVERVIEW

Disclosures

The information provided in this communication does not constitute investment 
advice, financial advice, trading advice, or other advice. You are required to make your 
own assessment of whether a Genesis service that you are considering is suitable 
for you and that you have the necessary experience and knowledge to understand 
the risks involved in relation to those particular services, transactions or investments.  
Digital currency is not subject to protections or insurance provided by the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation or the Securities Investor Protection Corporation.  
Genesis provides its services solely in connection with supported digital currencies 
as designated by Genesis.  Genesis Custody Limited has applied for registration with 
the UK Financial Conduct Authority and is not licensed in the United States.  Certain 
services may not be available in your jurisdiction.


